Quality of Service Parameters
The ATM forum has proposed the use of three parameters to measure the quality of service experienced by tra c as it passes through a queueing system. These are:
the cell loss ratio (ratio of cells lost to total number of cells); the mean cell delay; the cell delay variance (`jitter'). To obtain bounds on the queueing contribution to these parameters when the tra c is passed through a single-server queue with constant service rate s, it is enough to have a linear bound on the logarithm of the queue-length distribution: if ? represents the value of logIP(Q > 1) then the straight line ? q ? is an upper bound on the distribution log IP(Q > q) for all q, where ? = lim q!1 1 q log IP(Q > q) :
(
In a bu er of size b, the cell-loss ratio is given approximately by CLR(b) IP(Q > b) hAi e ? ? b hAi (2) where hAi denotes the mean activity of the tra c. To get bounds on the cell delay parameters, we can use the relation D Q=s between the delay D experienced by a cell and the current queue-length Q (the queue-length at the moment when the cell arrives at the bu er). For the mean cell-delay, we get Proofs of these bounds will be given in Appendix A. We see that the main problem in estimating the QoS parameters is that of estimating ; to explain how we do this, we have to go back to the idea of queue-length. The current queue-length Q is the number of cells which have arrived less the number which have been served; to be precise, we have to make a couple of de nitions: the number A n of cells which have arrived in the preceding n clock-cycles is called the arrivals process; the work-load process W n is A n less the number of cells which could have been served in the preceding n clock-cycles: W n := A n ? ns ;
then a remarkable formula of queueing theory, see 1], gives Q = max n 0 W n :
Under very general conditions on the arrivals process, we know that logp(n; w), the log-probability that W n =n exceeds the level w, is asymptotically linear in n:
logp(n; w) ?n I(w):
(In the theory of large deviations, developed in recent years to estimate the probability of rare events, the coe cient I is called the rate-function.) Denote by f(q; s) the probability that the current queue-length Q exceeds q for given service-rate s; the theory of large deviations tells us 3] that logf(b; s) is asymptotically linear in b whenever logp(n; w) is asymptotically linear in n:
logp(n; w) ?n I(w) implies logf(b; s) ?b ; moreover, is determined by the rate-function I: = min w>0 I(w)=w :
It follows that if we can determine I, then we can compute ? , the asymptotic slope of the graph of logfrequency of cell-loss versus bu er-size, and so estimate the QoS parameters.
The traditional way to proceed in such a situation is to choose a model of the arrivals process, use the data to estimate the adjustable parameters of the model and then compute the rate-function I. The di culty with this procedure is that it is very di cult to nd a satisfactory model for real tra c; indeed, it has even been suggested that Ethernet data is too complex to model at all. Certainly, it is unlikely that bursty tra c can be described by a model with a small number of parameters. But a full characterisation of the tra c is not required in order to compute ? ; we saw that all we need is the rate-function of the arrivals process, so why not estimate the rate-function directly from the data, by-passing the modelling? There is a good reason for believing that this might work.
The Analogy with Statistical Mechanics
We explore an analogy with the situation in statistical thermodynamics, where all the bulk properties of a gas can be calculated from its entropy function. For an ideal gas, we can compute the entropy using a simple statistical model. For a real gas, we could take a much more elaborate model with several parameters, adjust the parameters to t the model to experimental data and then use the model to compute the entropy; in practice, chemical engineers by-pass the modelling procedure and measure the entropy directly. The relevance of this analogy to the problem of characterising bursty tra c is this: the entropy is just the negative of a large-deviation rate function. ( Making sense of Boltzmann's celebrated formula equating the entropy of a macroscopic state with the logarithm of the volume of the corresponding set in phase-space and making precise the relation between a probability distribution and its large-deviation rate-function are two aspects of the same problem. ) Our claim is:
for the purposes of estimating QoS parameters, it is enough to know the rate-function of the ATM tra c stream; the modelling procedure can be by-passed if we can estimate the rate-function directly.
It turns out that it is better to estimate a transform of the rate-function, the scaled cumulant generating function (CGF), rather than the rate-function itself.
Estimating the Scaled CGF
We give a simple sketch of the theory of the statistical estimation of the scaled CGF and its use in estimating QoS parameters; further details are given in Appendix B. The scaled CGF (cumulant generating function) of the arrivals process is de ned by
Provided this limit function exists ( and satis es some technical conditions ), the rate function I(w) exists and is determined by it; the slope ? can be calculated directly from using the formula = maxf : ( ) s g :
(11) The scaled CGF exists for a wide class of stationary processes. If we are to estimate empirically, it is important that the arrivals process be approximately stationary; provided this is the case, and the process is mixing in the sense that there exists a block-size K such that the block-sums
are approximately independent and identically distributed, we can estimate using
and using
The advantage of this estimator is that it makes no assumptions about the data other than that it is stationary and mixing. The disadvantage of^ is that it involves an inevitable trade-o when choosing the block size K: K must be chosen su ciently large thatX i andX i+1 are approximately uncorrelated, but not so large that the number of observations N ofX is too small. It can be shown (via the correlation inequality) that the e ect of positive correlations betweenX i andX i+1 is to make^ a consistent under-estimator of the true CGF . Thus, as the block size K increases^ ( ) typically increases at rst towards the limiting value ( ), but at large K starts to`wobble' with the e ect of statistical noise. We have not yet resolved all the issues involved in choosing an optimal block size K. The procedure adopted at present is to maximisê over a range of values for K and then resolve empirically the question of whether the estimator converges to the true value of before the onset of noise. for large, the largest observationX max ofX dominates the arithmetic mean in (13), so that asymptotically^ is a straight line with slopeX max =K : The typical form of the graph of^ is shown in gure 1. We see that as s increases the intercept moves to larger and larger -values, so by varying s we can test the accuracy of the estimator^ ( ) over a range of values of . However, if s is smaller than the mean activity (and hence the queue is unstable), there is no intercept and no value for^ is obtained. Nor is there any intercept when s is larger thanX max =K: in this case the estimator sees a service capacity that is always greater than the arrivals, so that the queue is always empty (but this may not really be the case; keep in mind thatX max =K represents the arrivals averaged over a block of length K cycles, and is typically a decreasing function of K). In general, there is a range of service rates starting at the mean activity and ending atX max =K for which results may be obtained, and a sub-range of this for which the results are reliable. The size of these ranges is expected to depend on the statistical properties of the tra c data.
Note that since^ ( ) tends to under-estimate ( ) for all , we expect^ to over-estimate with the size of the error decreasing as the block size is increased.
Results for the Fairisle Data
The`Fairisle data' consists of twelve sets of ATM tra c measurements taken on the Fairisle network at the University of Cambridge by Simon Crosby and Shaw Cheung. Each set contains a list of successive cell inter-arrival times measured at a xed point in the network during the transfer of data by ftp. The inter-arrival times are expressed in multiples of the system clock period which was set to 3.45 microseconds. We applied the procedure outlined above to each of the data sets and will describe here the results for one of them, named`ftp-fast.data'. As far as estimating the accuracy of^ is concerned, the results for the other sets were similar. The data in this sets was measured at the input to the network, before multiplexing with other tra c.
Prior to analysis the data was converted into`cells-per-unit-time' format, and aggregated to an initial block size of 3.45 milliseconds. Hereafter, when we mention the term`clock-cycle', we are referring to this time unit. The activity measurements were used to calculate^ and^ for a range of block sizes K and service rates s. Measured values of^ were compared with the slope of`watermark' plots of log IP(Q > b) against b, produced by passing the activity data through a virtual queue and counting the number of times the queue length exceeds each`watermark' b.
Figure 2 is an activity plot for the data set ftp-fast.data. Note the sharp level shift at t 90 seconds. The e ect of this shift is that the queue-length distribution for high service rates is determined almost entirely by the last 20 seconds of data; the contribution from this region also dominates in the calculation of^ .
The minimal value of^ occurs at block size K = 1624 clock-cycles (5:6 seconds) and service rate s = 18:5 cells per clock cycle. Figure 3 is a watermark plot computed for this service rate together with a straight line of slope ?^ (plotted through the origin). The fall-o of the watermark at large values of b is caused by lack of data. Clearly, the graph shows a good match between^ and the watermark slope. The average activity of the data is about 17:8 cells per clock cycle, so here we are dealing with a service rate just above the critical value for stability.
At service rates high compared to the critical rate, much poorer results were obtained with^ overestimating the watermark slope considerably. This lack of accuracy is caused by the small sample size at this aggregation level which has a more severe e ect on the estimates at high service rates. Choosing an inappropriately low block size also leads to over-estimates of .
The analysis of the other data sets replicated these results. For near-critical service rates, accurate estimates were obtained provided the block-size used was large (of the order of one second). For higher service rates, results were poor.
Figures 4-6 depict the QoS parameter bounds obtained for the tra c set ftp-fast.data. The value of was obtained by observing the frequency of over ow for a bu er of size one cell. To estimate accurately, we used a low service rate ( one close to the critical rate required to make the queue stable ). It's worth noting that, at higher service rates, the quality of service experienced by the tra c is guaranteed to be better than that at the critical rate, so our results represent absolute`worst case' bounds.
Conclusions and Further Work
Our results for the Fairisle data show that the simple CGF estimator (13) works well for small values of but poorly at larger values. This leads to good performance when predicting the watermark slope for low service rates but poor performance when attempting prediction for high rates. The reason for this behaviour is fairly clear; it has its origin in the necessity of using large block sizes to remove bias due to correlations between blocks. At these large block sizes the high end of the distribution of the aggregated arrivalsX is di cult to observe accurately, or even at all. But it is precisely this end of the distribution which contributes predominantly to ( ) when is large. Thus the value of^ ( ) is inaccurate in this region. On the other hand using low block sizes leads to over-estimates of because^ is highly susceptible to bias.
The obvious way to remedy these problems is to develop a better estimator. For example, an estimator that is robust in the face of small correlations between blocks would allow us to use a smaller block size and thus reduce the amount of data needed to accurately determine the distribution ofX. Since the estimator we are using at present takes no advantage at all of any known properties of the data it seems likely that much progress can be made in this direction. Another possible approach is to look at ways of estimating the high end of the distribution ofX when it cannot be observed directly. This could be done for example by making some simple and general assumptions about the frequency of large bursts in the tra c. Note that an exponential bound on the frequency of such bursts follows immediately from the queue-length formula (15); if we letX K be the arrivals and W K be the workload in a block of size K (W K = X K ? Ks 
Making use of this and any other known properties of the distribution ofX K will assuredly lead to improvements in the performance of the estimator.
Notes
Several proofs of formula (9) n converges in probability to , and so is a consistent estimator.
Since the X i 's are random variables, so are^ n ( ) and^ n , and we can construct a central limit theorem for the distribution of^ n . We nd it easier to work with ( ), the moment generating function, and we have that^ n = supf :^ n ( ) 1g; Thus we can approximates the density f n ( ) of the sampling distribution of^ n by
The distribution of^ n has an unfortunate feature: if X i 08i, then^ n ( ) 18 and so^ n = 1. Thus IP ^ n ] = IP X 1 0] n 0; so that IE ^ n ] and all higher moments are in nite. However, if at least one of the X i 's is positive, then^ n ( ) will be positive for su ciently large. In general, it can be shown that if we condition on k + 1 of the X i 's being positive, then the k th moment of the conditional distribution is nite.
Even if the X i 's are not IID, provided they are mixing, we can aggregate them into blocks of size N large enough to ensure that the sequence fX k g k 1 , de ned bỹ 
Results
We investigated the properties of the estimator^ n empirically by applying it to simulations of some simple models.
IID Gaussian arrivals
We simulated IID gaussian random variables with mean -0.25 and variance 1.0, which corresponds to IID standard normal arrivals at the bu er being served at a constant rate 0.25. We investigated how good the C.L.T. approximation was as a function of the length n of the sequence of X i 's used to form the estimatê n . The same number, 10,000, of samples of^ n was used for each value of n. Fig. 7 shows the histogram of the empirical data plotted with the corresponding density calculated from the C.L.T. for n = 64. The goodness of t is only modest, and the most noticeable non-normal feature of the distribution is its skewness. Essentially the skewness is a result of the fact that, at this small value of n, the distribution has a high variance, but is bounded below by 0, and so the high variance must come from mass distibuted over the unbounded interval to the right. Fig. 8 shows the empirical histogram and the C.L.T. density approximation for n = 4096. As we expect, the t is much better, and there is no noticeable skewness since the distribution is tightly and symmetrically centred on its mean.
To illustrate how the variance and skewness of the sampling distribution of^ n decrease with increasing n, we plot the upper and lower quartiles and the median against log 2 n for each of the empirical distributions in Fig. 9 . Note how the interquartile range becomes narrower and more symmetric about the median which is converging to the true value of .
Correlated Gaussian arrivals
If there are correlations between the X i 's, then our C.L.T. will no longer hold: the correlations tend to make the estimates of larger than the true value, so that^ n is no longer a consistent estimator. If, however, the X i 's are mixing, then we can aggregate them into blocks of size N large enough to ensure that the sequence fX k g k 1 , de ned byX is approximately IID. We can then base our estimate of on theX i 's, which will once more yield a consistent estimator. The larger we make B, the smaller the correlations in the aggregated process will be, and the better our estimate of will be. However, for a xed length n of the original sequence fX i g 1 i n , the larger B is the fewer (at most n B ) observations of the aggregated process we will have and thus the greater the variance of the estimate of . This means that there is a trade-o between the consistency of^ n and its variance; we see from simulations that there is some optimal block-size to be chosen to form the estimate.
We chose a model similar to the last one: we put X i = Z i ?0:25 where Z i = 0:5Z i?1 + i and f g 1 i n is an IID sequence of standard normals. This corresponds to AR1 arrivals at the bu er being served at a constant rate 0.25. We chose a value of 4096 for n, and examined how the sampling distribution of the estimator of based on the aggregated process varied with block-size. The same number, 10,000, of samples were taken in each case. Fig. 10 shows the upper and lower quartiles and the median of the empirical sampling distribution for each block-size used in the experiment. Note how, initially, the interquartile interval is far from the true value of but shifts down with increasing aggregation to contain , only to explode out again at aggregation levels near the length of the original sequence.
Corrections
We have considered a number of rst order corrections to this estimator. The rst concerns the e ect of correlations on our estimates of : if the sequence fX i g 1 i n is not IID but positively correlated then n will tend to underestimate and thus^ n will tend to overestimate . The simplest rst step towards compensating for this is to estimate the correlations and adjust^ n accordingly: now Note that if the sequence is positively correlated then the second term is positive, making our estimatê n = supf :^ n ( ) 0g more conservative. In some sense, this correction is tailor-made for the case where the correlations decay exponentially; we suggest that the most fruitful application of these ideas is the case where we have aggregated our original data to the point where the correlations between blocks decay exponentially and apply this estimator.
